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This invention relates .to an interchangeable 
type arrangement. for ‘typewriters. 
1 .It is anobject of‘ the. present invention to pro 
vide'an interchangeable .type arrangement for 
typewriters which can be easily secured in a re 
leasable manner upon the type bars of the type 
writer and wherein the type elements can be in~ 
cludedin a casing adapted to be ?tted upon the 
bed'ofthe typewriter in proper location for con 
nection with the typewriter type bars'and where 
in this casing can serve for the-storage of the 
type elementswhen notin use. ' " v - 

Other objects of the present invention are to 
providea releasable type element adapted for at 
tachment to swingable type ‘ bars, which is of 
simple construction, easy to install on, the bars 
and adapted to be positively held on the bars 
against longitudinal displacement thereon, in 
expensive , to manufacture,- adapted to be col 
lected in a storage casing,v andi'e?icient in opera 
tion. _ I '1 J 

“For other objects and for a better understand 
ing of the invention, reference may be had to the 
following-detailed description taken in cohnec-. 
tion, with’ the accompanying , drawing, in. which: 
Fig.1 is afragrnentary perspective view of a 

typewriter with a set of type being disposed with 
their storage casing in place upon the type bed. 

Fig. 2 is a longitudinal sectional View of one of 
the type elements and of a swingable type. bar 
to which the element is attached. 

Fig. 3 is a perspective and exploded view of 
the type element lifted from the type bar. ' 
Fig.4 is a transverse-sectional view taken on 

liriél-“l‘df Fig. 2.- - ~ ' . ~ > ‘_ ' 

" Fig.5 'is-a‘pérspective-view of-the‘type case with 
the cover plate thereon. 

Fig. 6 is a perspective view of a modi?ed form‘ 
of type element adapted for connection to a dif 
ferent type bar. ' 

Fig. 7 is a large perspective view of the type 
case with the cover removed therefrom. - 

Fig. 8 is a collective and sectional view with 
the type element removed from the bar posi 
tioned thereover as when the connection of the 
same with the type bar is to be e?ected. 

Fig. 9 is a fragmentary top plan view of the 
storage case and of a plurality of type elements. 

Fig. 10 is a transverse sectional view taken on 
line Ill-l0 of Fig. 7 and looking in elevation 
upon the latch serving to maintain the type ele 
ments in the storage case against lateral dis 
placement therewithin. ’ 

Fig. 11 is a fragmentary sectional viewtaken 
on line II—II of Fig. 9. 
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Referring now to the ?gures, Ill represents a; 
typewriter portion to which there is connected 
a type arm H by a pivot pin l2. This type bar 
has a depression I3 extending substantially 

; throughout its entire length and which is :en-. 
larged at one end as indicated at M. Adjacent. 
this enlargement l4 and in the upper edge of the 
arm H is a notch I5. Adapted to be ?tted upon 
the arm is a type element I6 having an enlarge-. 
ment i8 corresponding to the enlargement I4 of 
the arm I l to receive the sameand a top dGPI‘GS'. 
sion l l forming a projection adapted to ?t notch 
15. The element 16 is of channel section, an 

hasr?xed to the top of it type 19. l .These type, elements can be aligned and arr; 

ranged in a case 2! comprising a bottompart 
22 and a top cover part 23. The cover parthas; 
a projection 24 into which can be extendeda; 
thumb nail for the removal of the cover from the. 

. bottom part 22. The cover is retained in place; 
by bent over, projections 25 at the ends of the 
case, 22. These bentover projections 25 provide 
recesses into whichv the ends of the cover may ‘be, 
extended. At each end of the bottom part of the, 

,. case is aplever. 26.pivoted on a pin 21 and bent, 
laterally ‘to cause the type elements to be pressed; 
laterally against 'one- another as the lever 26 is; 
moved; from a dottedline position as shown_._i_n_-; 
Fig. 10 to the full lineposition well iwithinqthe; 
end "of the; case. The lever 26. has anaupwar'd-ly 
extending‘projection 28 under which a thumb; 
nailcan beextended topull the lever out of. the; 
case toloosen the type elements in order.- that‘; 
theycan be made free ‘for securement to thetype; 
arms for-bars ll.‘ Thepin 21 which retains the; 
holdingwlever 2t_ can-be extended from slot_29in._ 
order to locate the lever properly within the 
bottom part of the case. In the front face of the 
case 22 are spaces 30 out of which extend por 
tions of the type elements. These spaces per 
mit the type elements to be extended over the 
type bars and the type bars to be extended into 
the case 22 to receive the elements. The case 
22 is rested upon the typewriter bed and by de 
pressing the elements they are forced upon the 
ends of the bars H. The type elements are made 
of metal so that they may spring laterally a suf 
?cient amount so that the side depression l8 can 
be extended over the side of the bar to reach 
the depression M of the bar. The bars rest on 
the bed and thus are retained against vertical 
displacement while this operation is being ef 
fected. 
In Fig. 6, there is shown the adaptation of a 

modi?ed type element Hi’ to a bar H’ which has 
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ribs I3’ extending from the opposite sides of 
the same and over which the type element I6’ 
is extended. The sides of the type element It’ 
have projections 20’ adapted to receive the pro 
jections 13' of the bar ll’. Otherwise, the type 
element is constructed similarly to the type ele 
ment IS. 
The case 2| serves as a storage device for the 

various type elements and a case having _differ 
ent type elements can ‘be used ~‘when different 
type is desired. _ 

After the type elements have been disposed 
on the bars, the case remains in the typewriter 
until such time as it is desired to remove the 
type elements and replace them with another 
set. 

‘ While various changes may be imade in the 
detail construction, it shall be understood that 
such changes shall be within the spirit and "scope 
of the present invention as de?ned by the ap 
pended claims. 
ilclaim: 
‘*1. A type ‘arrangement for typewriters ‘com- 

prising ' aYca‘se having ‘-a ‘bottom part *with a iseries 
of “spaces extending *thereacross, "a cover v‘part, 
means for securing the cover :part to ‘the ‘bot 
tom lpart, and'a ‘set'of type velements disposed in 
the'bottomapart andaccessibleithroughsthe spaces 
to 'type ‘bars, whereby upon inserting "the case 
with the type elements therein ‘into the type 
writer and against'the‘bed‘thereof the type "ele 
ments can *be ‘assembled ‘upon the type ‘bars or 
the typewriter. _ 

2. A type arrangement for ‘typewriters com 
prising a case having a~bottom part with aser'ies 
o‘f‘r'spaces extending thereacross, a cover ‘part, 
means for securing the cover part to the ‘bot 
tom part, a set of type elements disposed in the 
bottom part and accessible through the spaces 
to type l‘bars, whereby upon inserting vlthe "case 
with the type elements ‘therein vIinto the type 
writer and against the ‘bed thereof 'the type 
elements can be ‘assembled upon th’e't'yp'e 1-bars 
of 'the typewriter, Cand ite'nsion elei'nents disposed 
on the opposite 5‘ends of the bottom ‘part of the 
casing ‘and adapted ‘ to be ipivo'ted into the casing 
for‘engagement with the end elements to cause 
such ‘elements to be pressed ‘tight against one 
another ‘and retained in the -~‘case. 
3. A type arrangement for typewriters com 

prising a ‘case having 1a l'bottofn ‘p‘a'r't‘with 1' a's’series 
of "spaces extending 'ther’eacross, ‘a ~' cover ‘part, 
m‘eansfor securing *the cover 'partto the bot 
te'mlpm, "and aseti‘of type elements disposed 
in ‘the bottom part and accessible through "the 
spaces to vtype 'bars, whereby ’ upon‘ inserting the 

case with the type elements therein into the 
typewriter and against the bed thereof the type 
elements can be assembled upon the type bars 

. of the typewriter, each of said type elements 
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being of channel section having an internal pro 
jection extending from the top and adapted to 
engage with a notch on the type bar whereby to 
retain said type element against longitudinal dis 
placement "on the bar and a ‘further formation 
in ‘one "of the side walls of the type ‘element 
adapted to cooperate with a formation of the type 
bar whereby to retain the type element on the 
type bar against vertical displacement there 
‘from. 

4. In combination, a type bar of a typewriter 
"having a ‘projection extending from one side of 
the same-and a notch in its top edge near the 
‘free end of the ‘bar, a type element of channel 
section ‘adapted to be ?tted over the top edge of 
the type bar and having a recess in one side 
of the ‘element ‘to receive ‘theprojection on ‘the 
end of the bar hand an ‘inwardly extending pro 
jection adapted to be fitted vin the notch of the 
bar, and type :mounted on ‘top -.of the element, 
the sides .of the type element being adapted ‘110 
spring sufficiently in order 'to ?t the :projection 
of the type bar-into the recess :of the >type1ele 
ment and in order that'the typerelementimay 
have a spring ‘?t engagement ‘with ‘the fend 10f 
the type bar. 

5. In combination, a ‘type bar having =Ilo'ngl 
tudinal projections‘exte'nding from the opposite 
sides of the same, {a ‘type element ‘of channel 
section ‘having outwardly depressed liporti'ons 
adapted to respectively receive ‘the projections 
on the sides of ‘the bar ‘whereby the ‘type {ele 
ment will be retained on the bar against~vertical 
displacement therefrom, " said ‘Itype -relemenlt ‘hav 
ing a depending projection .in its iuppe‘r edge, 
said type bar having ;a notch iforire‘ceiving'ithe 
depending projection of the type element, where 
by the type element will Tbegheld against l‘lon‘g'i 
tudinal displacement ‘upon ‘the > end "of vthe itype 
bar ‘with the depending projection ‘engaging-the 
notch, and type :secured ‘Ito [the ‘type element. 
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